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Abstract 

 

Journalism is the activity of gather, assessing, creating and presenting news views and 

information.  to the mass audiences of print, broadcast and online media such as newspapers, 

magazines and books, radio and television stations and networks, and blogs and social and mobile 

media. Those who visit the place for searching news, edit the news, photograph, or design are 

known as journalist.  Journalists cover individuals, organizations, institutions, governments and 

businesses as well as cultural aspects of society such as arts and entertainment. News media are 

the main purveyors of information and opinion about public affairs.  

At the department of Journalism and Mass Communication there is an opportunity for 

internship which is of three months duration. During this specified time internees need to complete 

internship program. It is compulsory to submit the report on exact date before viva. As a student 

of Journalism and Mass Communication department I had chosen The Daily Alokitobangladesh 

for my internship. From the birth of journalismn it have a close relation with newspaper. 

Newspaper is the proper place for learning and practicing journalism. I was egar to work and learn 

academic and practical demonstration in the daily Alokitobangladesh. My work there is writing 

feature item at their lifestyle supplement called Jibonshoily(Life art) also making plan for next 

issue editing the writing and photography. 

Life style supplement is the most colorful, opinion based journalism and advertising 

seeking area dailies. Every newspaper like to publish lifestyle supplement before the end of 

weekend because their target audience has no limit, It may be the youth, child, housewife 

especially those who slowly improving their living style.  

 

The report about the feature journalism and content discussion of jibonshoily is the sort of 

my working experience. My learning, limitation and achievement of internship period.  
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 1.1 Introduction 

 

 Internship is to train the students to prepare themselves for challenging task in the future. 

This Internship is a part of Bachelor of Social Science in Journalism and Mass Communication 

Program that provides a student like me both academic and practical training.  It also provides a 

particular experience on a particular job. I have done my Internship at the Daily Alokito 

Bangladesh in my summer semester from 5th July to 5th September. Like other Bangladeshi dailies, 

The Alokito Bangladesh carries news views and advertisement. I have worked as a Feature Writer 

in the weekly Supplement, Jibonshoily (Life Style) during my internship.  Alokito Bangladesh is 

owned By Dhaka Ahsania Mission. The newspaper is a project of Alokito Media Limited. Alokito 

Bangladesh is a twelve- page daily newspaper. Shahjahan Sardar has been the Editor of the 

newspaper and Kazi Rafiqul Islam as the publisher. Like other newspapers, Alokito Bangladesh 

has many things in common. Apart from common issues, it covers many weekly supplements e.g. 

Lifestyle magazine Jibonshoily. It is argued that The Alokito Bangladesh has been ranked 3rd in 

Dhaka city (Source: Shahjahan Sardar editor of the Daily Alokito Bangladesh). Besides, it has 

become a popular newspaper in other cities including rural areas. To improve the quality of news 

contents, features, education, sports editorial, religion business health and technology for 

sustainable and acceptable position Alokito Bangladesh management has been continuously 

striving. The advertisement and circulation procedures of the newspaper are also refining through 

installation of standard software side by side.  

 

Though most of the time I have spent as a feature writer in lifestyle supplements lifestyle.. Here I 

learned making and preparing of feature.  
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1.2 Description of the Internship 

An internship is a unique aspect of education that helps a student to get a planned 

and supervised career-related work experience. Internship is to train the students to 

prepare themselves for challenging task in the future. It provides the students with a great 

understanding and knowledge for career demand and qualification. Thus he selects 

his/her future profession and has great opportunity to avoid upcoming mistake. 

Importance of Internship 

 

 Student can learn about himself/ herself by the help of Internship. 

Through an internship, students can gain clarity on his/her strengths, weaknesses, and 

interests.  He/ she have the clear idea of what he enjoying or the capability of work. 

 Internships enhance Students resume. 

Every Organization gives every intern a certificate that enhances a resume after working three 

months internship. 

 Internships helps student to be comfortable in an interviews.   

Internship experience helps students to overcome that interview obstacle also. It boosts up students 

confident so much so that student will feel free before interview board. 

 Internships increase Students professional confidence.   

By interning, student can confront and overcome the “fear of the unknown”. They are working in 

a professional atmosphere that can bring professional confidence. 

 Internships improve student’s communication skills.   
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Employers always look for in job candidates is strong communication skills.  Internship provide 

professional environment of working. So that it ensure students who will have many opportunities 

to become a better communicator. 

  Internships expand student’s professional network.   

Now a Days almost every jobs are filled through personal contacts and networking.  Through an 

internship, Intern will meet lots of new people, each of whom could help a student get a full-time 

job after Internship. 

 Internships help student’s to collect professional references. 

 By doing great work in your internship, you can impress bosses and generate a group of people 

willing to endorse you to potential hiring persons in the future. 

 Internships help student’ to know about behind-the-scenes.  Through an internship, you 

get a chance to learn what it is really like to work in a company, in an industry, and in various 

job functions 

 Internships help students to develop better work habits.  Through an internship, you will 

learn how to manage tasks/projects and learn how to carry yourself in a professional 

environment.  You can also learn from your colleagues by observing their positive and negative 

work habits.  

This Internship is a part of Bachelor of Social Science in Journalism and Mass Communication 
Program that provides a student both academic and practical training.  It also provides an on-the-
job experience. I have done my Internship at the Daily Alokito Bangladesh in my summer semester 
from 5th July to 5th September. In there I worked as a Feature Writer of their Life Style Supplement 
Named Jibonshoily(Life style, Life genre). I also have worked miscellaneous page called 
OnnrokomBishow( Weird World). But most of the time I worked for Jibonshoily. Here I learned 
how to write a good feature. Select topic for writing a feature. How can I make Feature more 
credible and trustworthy to the reader and many things? And also Interview technique, Writing 
editing and choosing best photography for the feature. I Hope this practice will help me in future. 
Now I am confident enough to generate any feature.  
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  Internship gives opportunity to graduate student to learn the professional 

experience. On the other hand experience of a professional work. The both parties the 

organization and the student needs to cooperate with everyone. But as a matter of fact 

sometimes both students and organization does not or can’t use their intern or may be 

student does not cooperate because intern is willing activities. Though intern carries some 

number which can increase good grade but in some case lack of collective occurs in the 

terms of intern. I can say most of the times organization did not manage the intern. 

Journalism is such a broad field of study. After doing that Internship I found that I need to 

learn many things. I need to practice writing every day. I guess regular practice of writing will be 

helpful for me to be a better writer as well as better journalist. That’s why I choose as a worker of 

feature writing.  

I was a Feature Journalist intern at the Daily Alokito Bangladesh. I have interned in feature 

department there I have worked with Feature Head, sub editor of Life style magazine. My duties 

included Writing Feature, Bring new Item for feature, Making plan for the page, Always look after 

upcoming festival, new trend, Fashion style and choosing photograph .I loved what I did and am 

pursuing a job in that field.  I am loyal to my work. My biggest challenge was that choosing the 

issue and do research for that. Also I did not have any ID card or desk. I did all my work by the 

help of my laptop.  I went many places to take interview and photograph these things really excite 

me a lot I didn’t have much opportunity the other intern has. But I am satisfied with my work.  
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2.1 About The Daily AlokitoBangldesh 

Daily Alokito Bangladesh is printed mainstream Bengali newspaper which carries news 

views and advertisement. Alokito Bangladesh owned By Dhaka Ahsania Mission. But Alokito 

Bangladesh is project of Alokito Media Limited. Alokito Bangladesh is twelve pages organized 

which edited by Shahjahan Sardar and expressed by Kazi Rafiqul Islam. Like other newspaper 

Alokito Bangladesh have many things common. But Alokito Bangladesh Covers many weekly 

supplement like Lifestyle magazine Jibonshoily at Monday, Friday magazine at Friday, 

TarunnoAlo(Young Voice)at Wednesday also every days newspaper consists religious page every 

day. And Like every other newspaper Alokito Bangladeh Provides National news, International 

News, Sports news, Entertainment News, Editorial, Health News, Study Practice, Business News, 

and Number of Advertisement every day. The Main Focus of Alokito Bangladesh they wanted to 

build a positive nation so that they like to practice journalist ethics and practice not to sell bad 

news. They tried to give readers good news, positive news. Those can encourage youth to build 

positive Bangladesh. 

J.FINNEGAN RICHARD Found The Press is a quasi-public agency because the founder 

of its freedom created it for the public purpose- as a substitute of revolution it is an instrument of 

democracy to produce reform by methods of peace instead of force. The press has even greater 

responsibilities than the President, the Congress or the Judiciary.  

Alokito Bangladesh served their responsibilities by conveying Non-bias news and 

attending different social activates towards Bangladesh. Alokito Bangladesh never compromise 

with honesty, neutrality and non-biasness. Aloktio Bangladesh won’t bow down any Power and 

they will keep telling what is Black to Black and white to white. Alokito Bangladesh believe  lot 

of  press media emerged in very day but they will always take a good care of their quality so that 

people can really a have a medium to express their voice 
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2.2 Name of project 

Daily Alokito Bangladesh, a project under Alokito Media Limited at 151/7, Green Road, 

Dhaka -1205 

2.3 Commencement 

The Daily Alokito Bangladesh received its declaration from the Government of Bangladesh 

band the newspaper came in the market on May 20, 2013 in large scale. 

2.4 Company Logo 

 

 

 

 

(Figure 1. Official logo of the Daily Alokito Bangladesh. Courtesy: www.Alokitobangladesh.com) 

 

 

 

 

  

 

http://www.Alokitobangladesh.com)
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 2.5 Tagline 

Bring Some Light 

 

(Figure 2. Official logo of the Daily Alokito Bangladesh. Courtesy: www.Alokitobangladesh.com) 

2.6 Main Focus 
 Creating a learning society of educated and enlightened people 

 .To focus Bangladesh’s positive image among the people locally and globally( through 

Online Edition) 

 To encourage people in contributing in national development 

 To assist the fullfillment of the readers need through rading  neutral Bengali Daily 

 To be  acquire an esteemed position of competitive advantages among other Bengali 

newspapers in Bangladesh. 

 Educate and enlighten the people of the community to build a nation wide  through positive 

bangladesh highlighted to the public.  

 People contribute to national development. 

 

2.7 Target people 

Target people (Readres) are mainly from city, rural and and industrial community, civil 

society, teachers & students of public and private universities/colleges, passengers(surface,river 

and air), Govt &Private offices religious community, sports lovers, advertisement stakeholders` 

2.8 Readers Coverages 

 Current Readers coverages is about 5.0 Lac per day for broadsheet newspaper. We assume 

that 5 people in one household on avarage read Alokito Bangladesh in dhaka and other 

districts. 

http://www.Alokitobangladesh.com)
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 Our E-newspaper and Online visitors are about 4,66,092 till to date 

 Our online page viewers are 12, 28,730 till to date. 

 Our online average visit duration is 4.12 minute 

 Our Official Face book fan page cover 18,485 liker which achieves 4.4 ratings by the user  

2.9 Main Activities 

 To promote non-partisan news and views to public from neutral point of view 

 To promote social development, human values and change the traditional attitude of greater 

mass by creating a reading habit. 

 To exchange information thereby creating consciousness of national development and an 

enlightened society 

 To always remains vigil in giving latest news and information in a brief from as far as 

practicable 

 To dedicate certain pages or space or interact with newly literate segment of the society 

 

2.10 Major Achievement 

 We all know that the readers are the main stakeholders of the newspaper industry 

in the today’s competitive market in Bangladesh. From circulation point of view, 

we have known the different Hawkers Union in Dhaka that the alokito Bangladesh 

has been ranked as number 3rd in Dhaka city and 3rd/4th in other cities including 

rural areas. To sustain in the competitive advantages position the management of 

the alokito Bangladesh has been continuously striving to improve the contents on 

news, features, education, sports editorial, religion business health and technology 

.Side by side the advertisement and circulation procedures of the paper are also 

refining through installation of standard software. 

 

 The circulation of Alokito Bangladesh on the first day was 1.0 Lac (May 20, 

2013).The Demands from market are increasing day by day and we are printing 
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over 1.0(one lac) lac per day. Due to limitations of resource and infustructure, the 

printing has been  kept to a minimum though the current demand from market is 

about 2.0 lac 

 
 

 The online portal of Alokito Bangladesh (www.AlokitoBangladesh.com) is 

accessed by about 4,66,092 visitors from 200 different countries across the world 

 

 Alokito Bangladesh online version’ Alexarating is now 120. Some other 

contemporary newspaper is yet to reach at this level of ratings. 

 

2.11 Promotional Activities 

 The DailyAlokito Bangladesh organizes different types of round table discussions. 

 

 The Daily Alokito Bangladesh provides daily news for Robi Phone subscriber to display 

as breaking news on mobile phone. Other mobile phone companies will be accommodated 

in these services very soon. 

 

 QUIZZ competition has been organized for ICC T 20 world cup to held from 16th 

april,2014 

 

 We have integrated news services to our short-code. initially it is now with robi but 

eventually it shall be with other operators (Grameenphone,Banglalink,Citycell,teletalk) 

with our short code 16292 within a very short time 

 

 

 Other Programs are also organized on different occasions 

 

http://www.AlokitoBangladesh.com)
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2.12 Impact on the life of target people 

Media such as newspaper and television are considered to be an irrefutable part in our life. 

First and foremost, news helps us to update our knowledge. It includes information about local and 

international affairs, natural calamities, and weather changes communicable disease and so on.  All 

these information can have a great influence on everyone’s life. in addition to this, information 

related to crimes accidents, fire etc. Published in the paper helps the people to get a better insight 

of its ill-effects and thereby reduce the further occurrence of such misfortune to a great extant. For 

example, the highlighted news of road accidents alerts us to take appropriate measures to reduce 

the rate of such incidents in future A newspaper as a product can satisfy the need for getting the 

information that helps in decision-making process of the social and family life in Bangladesh. 

Like all newspaper, the Alokito Bangladesh also keeps the people informed about the 

activities of the government, political parties and leaders, criticizes the politics and action of the 

government or the political parties in a fair way. It describes the economic policies of the 

government, import and export policies, plans for future economic development and analysis the 

prices of different commodities and so on. 
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2.13 Advertisement Rate 

 

 

(Figure 3. Advertisement Rate of the Daily Alokito Bangladesh. Courtesy: www.Alokitobangladesh.com) 

 

2.14 Strengths of the Daily Alokito Bangladesh: 

 Prominent and well respected Board of directors 

 Well experienced and skilled journalist 

 Committed staff members 

 Genuine news are published 

 Gratify to meet the need of all sector of reader 

 Creating new dimension of neutrality among the current and prospective readers 

 Shortly acquired a good position among all the Bengali dailies in Bangladesh 

http://www.Alokitobangladesh.com)
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 The number of advertisement is higher than in other contemporary newspaper 

2.15 Future Plans 

 Increase number of circulation of the Alokito Bangladesh by 1.0 Lac per year. 

 Print Alokito Bangladesh from Ahsania mission Printing Press in ashulia 

 Find ways to attract poor people who don’t have purchasing power of newspaper 

 Develop effective marketing and advertisement plans and ensure its implementation 

 Organize market research that can create benchmarks and helps to ascertain increase of 

circulation of the daily. 

 Recruit talented journalist who can potentially contribute towards the changing demand of 

the readers. 

2.16 Staffs Of The Daily Alokito Bangladesh 

 

(Figure 4. Staff of the Daily Alokitobangladesh. Courtesy: Shahjahan Sardar, Editor of Daily Alokitobangladesh) 

 

 

 

SL Name of Department No Of 
Staffs 

01 Editor & Publisher 1 

02 News Desk: 
Chief Editor 1, Joint editor 1,  central desk 14, News Editor 1, International Desk 3,  Editorial Board 
4, Features 10, Islamic Page 07, Mofassal Desk 4, and online 3 

 

03 Reporting 
Chief Editor (acting)1, special correspondent 2, Reporter 21, sports editor 1, sports reporter 6, 
business reporter 4, Photographer 3, Artist 1 
 

 

04 Graphics and page makeup and proof reading 34 
05 Outside Dhaka 

Bureau Office 21, 
University and high Court Reporter 11 
District Correspondent 51 
Upazilla correspondent  10 

 

06 General section 
General Manager 1 , Deputy Manager 1, Executive , HR &  Admin 1,Store Astt(official) 1 
Asstt. Sore Officer(prsee)1, admin asstt 1 support staff 8, accounts 5, IT3 

 

07 Advertisement Department 20 
08 Circulation Department 20 
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3. 1 Understanding Feature Journalism 

Experience of news writing is not same as feature writing. Hard news stories 

moves through in the form of inverted pyramids that contains Five “W” and one “H”. 

This structure gives the clear picture to the readers. Immediacy is everything in News 

story. In feature event Immediacy is the second thought. Feature only contributes reader’s 

interest nothing else. Feature is a combination of interpretation, mood, detailed 

description, emotion irony and humor. In news reporter can’t put opinion but feature 

writer does. The goal of the feature story is communicate the truth with readers so that 

they can educate and entertain.  

The term/ concept of feature have many dimensions. That soft news, jump story 

about anything interests people to read is feature. The whole world is feature writing 

workshop. Any brief writing about anything, putting writer’s opinion either it can be 

helpful or noxious for reader might concern in a feature. Feature actually gives the full 

image of a thing so that readers can take his/her own decision.  

Feature is a subjective piece of writing, in which, Facts, opinions, arguments, 

persuasion and even confession may become a creative amalgamation of information. 

Now feature journalism takes newspaper in a new era. It became important element of 

every newspaper. Though newspaper circulation drops worldwide and the competition 

from online news sites and Power of electronic media. Internet makes the easiest thing to 

the reader now reader can every information just touch of websites. According to Brett 

and Holmes newspapers have “gone through a dramatic transformation, abandoning to a 

certain degree their hard news rationale and adopting the ways of magazines (Feature 

writing in a modern journalism, p. 190). This featuree writing in generally save the 

newspaper industry. People lost their appetite of knowing news from newspaper. So 

readers always searching interesting. In generally they like to read feature wring.  
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(Figure 5. Basic Sources of Feature. Courtesy: Shakhawat hossain. Associate lecturer. Daffodil International 

Universtity.Department of Journalism and Mass Communication) 

 

Newspaper is survived by the help of feature journalism, giving them the taste of new thing 

regularly. Newspaper create a new trend to featuring the topic about health, life style, shopping 

,cooking, science, adventure, travel and education They are bringing especial supplement to cover 

this things. This is how feature journalism actually give breath to the readers. 

 

3.2 Types of Features 
According to my internship experiences, I have divided features in four broad categories: 

Profiles, Product stories, Background features and Opinion Pieces. All of these are been explained 

below in brief. 
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A. Profiles: 

Profiles deal mainly with people and organizations’ background. The tone for profiles is 

casual as it covers personal stories and incidents of the people or organizations being covered. It 

can be of two types: 

• Profiles can be written on individuals. They can be based on interviews, taped into a Q&A format. 

Later it is written as and edited into a first person narration. 

• Profiles can also be written on two or more people, or groups. Again these can be based on 

interviews, or based on clips. 

B. Product Stories: 

This category includes stories on one product or can be a roundup of many products, 

described, compared and tested. In this case, the writer needs to know about the products’ quality, 

laboratory results, and peoples’ reactions and so on; that have to be presented in a way that informs 

readers to know more about the product. 

C. Background Features: 

Those feature stories that put news in context are known as background features. This 

feature can be called hybrid between a news story and a feature. These featureStoriesaregenerally 

written on political or social contexts. 

D. Opinion Pieces: 

This format includes all other kinds of feature pieces, mainly including--leader/editorials, 

think pieces, columns and diaries. Such stories usually focus on public reactions to ongoing 

condition of social, cultural, and political practices. 
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3.3 Basic Sources of Feature 

 

 

(Figure 6. Basic Sources of Feature. Courtesy: Shakhawat hossain. Associate lecturer. Daffodil International 

University. Department of Journalism and Mass Communication) 

 

 

Brainstorming for new idea is the source of feature topic. Everything can be written as a 

feature but in different angle. Feature writer gets their source from: 

(a) Observation: Looking and searching for news things and event. Problem aspect and opinion 

can bring a good feature. 

(b) Media Exposer: Feature writer learn many things from media. Society electric and print or 

internet medium. Writer things it might be helpful and interesting to the reader it can be good topic 

of feature writing.  

(d) Experience from their own life: we have experienced a lot of things every day or might be 

known other interesting experience that might be good topic for feature. From that feature writer 

have their slants. The Idea or angle of the topic. 

Observation

Media 
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Experience 
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3.4 The Rise of Feature based Life Style Magazines  

 According to webster’s new world dictionary of media and communication, the term  life 

style, or life-style: the way in which a person lives, including purchasing habits, manners of dress, 

and other expressions of personality and values. The section of a newspaper or a periodical that 

deals with food, fashion, relationships, and other personal subjects is called the lifestyle page or 

style page (or section). It includes what formerly was called the women’s (or family) department.  

As newspaper become part and parcel of our daily life it has the power to drive its opinion 

or choice to our every day’s life. What should readers eat, from where, what’s should reader buy 

or how to use the product is now the lifestyle supplement concern. On the other hand life style 

magazine now deal with how to maintain personal relationship. It also guide line where to travel, 

what to wear, each and everything what human being need every day.  So now it can be easily said 

that life style magazine is the complete solution of life standard.  

Not only daily newspaper contain lifestyle supplement, now a day’s only a magazine that 

contain life style covering fashion, style ,dressing and many more has regular been published in 

monthly, weekly and also yearly. Every newspaper have lifestyle supplement. Also in internet lots 

of online life style magazine like as Readers Diagest, Vouge,Miror fashion,Gloria,Mens 

Health,Mode,Cosmo also Noksha, Shoily,Anondo Alo of bangladesh has both their printed and 

internet edition.  

The rapid expansion of the newspaper industry creates the necessity of feature based 

writing. James curren described the miserable situation of newspaper industry in eighteen century 

because of Despite the new printing technologies were costly for the newspapers. In Britain France 

and modern Europe a bunch of littered people raised in 19th century, Different news items 

especially feature editorial and other items in newspaper. At the same time, the newspaper had 

already become a permanent part of the social and literary life for educated citizens of most 

European countries and the United States. In the end of the 19th century, new and modern pattern 

of newspaper ownership and production had already been set in the United States and Britain. 
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Curran, James (2006) agreed,  

 

Aiming to attract more readers with a greater variety of content, the early forerunners of newspaper 
supplement were already accompanying some papers of Britain and United States in the early 19th 

century, and France, and Germany in the late 19th century. Since the regular prototypes of the 
supplements appeared in the era of mass circulation press, it is possible to claim they are products of 

mass-market industry. 
 

Usually to catch the readership of the littered people newspaper brings in a new trends of 

offering intellectual writing in weekend. This kind of feature writing about any event, editorial, 

cross words, puzzle, scandal and sex news actually attract the reader.  These supplement known to 

Sunday or weekend newspaper that time.  

 

According to Thomson and John B. (1990), the first Sunday paper appeared in 1779, titled 

as the Sunday Monitor (Williams, 1961: 185). Later others like The Observer (1791), Bell’s 

Weekly Messenger (1796), and The Weekly Dispatch (1801) were also published and popularized. 

In this sense, it can be argued that the expansion in the circulation of the Sunday papers and the 

rise in Sunday readership pioneered the weekend supplements of the present day. 
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4.1 About JIBONSHOILY (Lifestyle Supplement of Daily Alokito Bangladesh) 

 

A newspaper supplement is an often-weekly section of a newspaper, usually in the format 

of or magazine, covering wide-ranging and less time-critical subjects. In addition, there is also an 

advertising supplement, which periodically accompanies a newspaper and is prepared by the 

paper's advertising staff instead of its editorial staff, covering topics such as real estate and 

automobiles on behalf of the paper's frequent advertisers.{Oxford dictionary} 

 

Like other newspaper supplement Daily Alokito Bangladesh also publish, A tabloid format 

eight page colored supplement called as Jibonshoily( Life art, Life style). Jibonshoily contains 

feature, tips and tricks opinion about relationship, recipe   

 

 
(Figure 7. Logo and Lead of jibonshoily. Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

 

4.2 The Jibonshoily Team 

Lifestyle supplement page jibonshoily advised and monitored by three people first one is 

feature editor Alim Ajij, The Jibonshoily Sub-editor and page designer Gazi Mansur aziz and 

Habiba nasreen planning the content or item. Also a good number of contributor writer works for 

jibonshoily as well as photographer and Model. 
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(Figure 8. Team of Jibonshoily. Courtesy: Shahjahan Sardar, Editor of Daily Alokitobangladesh) 

 

4.3 How they work 

In every Sunday Feature editor as well as Life art content designer, sub editor call for a 

meeting for upcoming supplement. They are focusing trend, festival, event, contemporary 

fashion and style, looks, season to bring update and resourceful and colorful supplement to the 

reader. Basically that meeting brings rough cut or blue print to the upcoming supplement then 

sub-editor, supplement designer arrange a meeting with the other stuff the Contributor, the 

fashion house, the advertisement, with the model or artist and with the photographer. 

 

 Secondly sub-editor looks after the improvement or progress of the work before the 

deadline. He manages to call the staff, check and reply the mail. Contact and prepared the 

Feature Editor

(Jibonshoily/Life Arts)Sub editor

(Jibonshoily/Life Arts) Supplement Page Planner

Advertisement Contributing Writer Photographer Artists/Model Event Call
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artist, photographer. Alokito Bangladesh using data server/ and telephone system so that 

contact with those person won’t cost most. 

 

Photographer must send work before Saturday as well as the feature writer. Sub –editor 

feature editor than busy with editing.  Correct the sentence arrange the page, combined the 

color then they create dummy for the next stages. Checking and cross checking of the dummy 

is important part here sub-editor also the contributor looking for spelling mistake, mis-

information things. After checking and rechecking things done then it goes for publish at 

Monday.  

Also their main concern is innovation of new items or contain because another two 

newspaper also bring their lifestyle their supplement Noksha(Design) by  The Daily prothom 

–alo and shoily(Art) by Samakal. They are the competitor of the jibonshoily because the 

management claimed that Alokito Bangladesh achieving third position among the mainstream 

newspaper in Bangladesh.Though the price of the alokito bangladesh with lifestyle supplement 

remain at five taka .So Alokito Bangladesh team survived everyday by the help of 

advertisement. The good thing is Alokito Bangladesh paying only the contributor writer, the 

photographer the artist and some intern doesn’t paid any money  

 

 

(Figure 9. Functional Structure of  Jibonshoily. Courtesy: Shahjahan Sardar, Editor of Daily Alokitobangladesh) 
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4.4 Content review of Jibonshoily 

 It is said that “a review, as well as providing that kind of information, should describe the 

work and express an opinion about it” (Gilbert, 107).  Daryl J. Bem of Cornell University, in his 

article “How to Write Review Art” describes a review article as the following: You have surveyed 

an experimental literature and arrived at conclusions you believe are worth sharing with the wider 

community. Now it is time to write.  To publish. To tell the world what you have learned. So, 

review reports are a kind of features that review products, people or organizations. However, the 

style of writing can vary depending on different topics or approaches. 

 

In every month four volume of Jibonshoily can publish. Recipe, Make up, Advertisement, 

Feature are the most common item of jibonshoily(Life art) beside it Fashion, Upcoming event, 

Opinion about relationship, New trend, health  advise, dressing idea, celebrating festival by fashion 

style and  food are also the item of of Jibonshoily. 

Reviewing the content of Jibonshoily means the find out and the discussion about the content 

 

 

(Figure 10. Working Structure of  Jibonshoily. Courtesy: Shahjahan Sardar, Editor of Daily Alokitobanglade 
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 Make Up: 

Now a day’s make and get up is much important for an occasion or in a daily life. 

Also celebrating festival, event, season, and circumstances requires especial and trendy 

make up form. Make up in body part especially the women. Sometime Makeup at home, 

Makeup at parlor, Make Tips, Bridal make up, Everyday make up, regular make up, event 

makeup, using cosmetic tips maintain makeup, removing makeup, herbal makeup, trendy 

make up all things includes in this segment. 

Especially it’s the women who write down the makeup feature every time. Most of 

the time lifestyle supplement only covers female make up male fashion. Only several issues 

includes male makeup. 
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(Figure 11. Lead of jibonshoily. Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

 

How to make up your attire what cosmetic should use, from where this kind of 

makeover can get, or the matching dress up for the makeup maintain and removing the 

makeup are the main theme of makeup cover story.  Advertiser are  the focusing part  

Advertising the parlor shop, cosmetic item have the business agenda of the first look at the 

jibonshoily because the lead most of the time focus on these makeup item 

Female author/feature writer writes about it because she has the proving point of gender 

relativity that yes I am a women I know better about your make up. And also the girls using as the 

cover for free have the dream to step on media by covering herself in a life style magazine.  

September 1, 2014, Vol:2  Figure:59 

August 25,2014 Vol:2 Figure:58 
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 Advertisement/ Upcoming event 

Advertisement is trying to sell a product, as we see the ads, we may also be able to “see 

through” them to broader social and cultural realities. According to making sense of 

advertisements by Daniel pope. We can note three contexts of advertisement. First of all, they are 

selling tools and reflect the business needs of the corporations that pay for them. Posing the 

questions about purposes and methods will give us insights into the role of advertising in business. 

Second, advertisements are cultural indicators, though distorted ones. Finally, bear in mind that 

ads emerge from a professional culture of the advertising industry and suggest the aspirations and 

anxieties of the men (and sometimes women)  

 

Second page of the Lifestyle supplement jibonshoily contains with both classified and news 

advertisement of different fashion house, boutique house, shopping mall. Some upcoming event 

such as courses, festival, and training is also being published. Those fashion house offers especial 

off, discount and arranging new item or changing their address they news advertisement let these 

known to the reader. On the other hand event base advertisement also seeks course member. Such 

as cooking course, fashion designing course, film making and photography course and many more 

 

Jibonshoily can manage a great deal of advertisement. The advertisement rate is also much 

cheap considering other lifestyle supplement. First Page per column Inch:  4000Taka, Last Page 

per column Inch:  3000 Taka, Mid Page per column Inch: 2500 Taka. Not only fashion house but 

also restaurant, Telecom Company, parlor advertisement also take part in this supplement. In time 

in festival like Eid,Durga Puja,Shob-e-barat, Pahel Boishakh, Christmas Day this second page or 

advertisement page are becoming very popular one, when two pages and also different palce in 

life style magazine includes Classifieds advertisement and news advertisement 
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(Figure 13. Advertisement of jibonshoily. Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

 

 

                

                                                               

(Figure 13. Advertisement of jibonshoily. Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

 

 

 

August 25,2014 Vol:2 Figure:58 

August 18,2014 Vol:2 Figure:57 
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 Travelling:  

Travelling becomes the part of human life style. Now city people as well as adventures one 

like to travel around the ever green Bangladesh. Bangladesh is great beauty to the traveler. Natural 

beauty as well as resources fulfills the thirst of the voyeur. Travelling feature event actually tells 

about the tourist spot, it’s attracting point, location, the facility and how to reach on that place in a 

story structure. Most of the time these tourist feature story covered by sub-editor but some time it 

seeks travel story from anonymous people or the readers. Travelling feature actually work as a 

travel guide or travel mentor. That s really amazing things of that supplement. It only focuses our 

countries beautiful natural spot. 

                                                            

(Figure 14. Travelling feature of jibonshoily. Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

 

 

August 25, 2014 Vol: 2 Figure: 58 
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(Figure 15. Travelling feature of jibonshoily. Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

 

 Fashion/Trend 

 

                   

(Figure 16,17. Lead of jibonshoily. Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

June 24,2013 Vol: 1 Figure: 5 
September8,2014 Vol: 2 Figure: 59 

August 18, 2014 Vol: 2 Figure: 57 
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 Western countries style of clothing known to fashion. New fabrics, such as nylon and 

Lycra and improved technology contributed to the speed of transition of new format of cloths. 

Though developing country gradually adopt that form fashion. New style, new format from 

western Hollywood bollywood or invent by native or sensation also brings trend to common or 

uncommon fashion. So like other supplementary magazine alokito Bangladesh focus trend on the 

basis of condition and comforts of the things also the audience react and sellers re action. People 

of all class and ages are the target audience of that part. 

The clothing of recent time varies from other time. It depends on both price weather and 

comfort. On the other hand some time supplement creates trend for own business benefit 

publishing gossip to emerge that new trend 

 Recipe 

A recipe is the guideline of cooking oxford dictionary uses the term of “recipe” is that, a 

statement of the ingredient and procedure required for preparing a culinary dish. Broadcast 

television and also now a day’s showing recipe in the television, celebrity chefs and person attracts 

the program. Like that jibonshoily also expressed such kind of recipe writing by celebrity and well 

known cooks. Jibonshoily believe married women as well as young women are very interested of 

such recipe. They like to taste different food item by the help of native food ingredient that’s why 

jibonshoily plays an important role of using native vegetables and spice of blending good and new 

recipe. 
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(Figure 18. Recipe of  jibonshoily. Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

 

 Shopping  

The process of browsing and/or purchasing items in exchange for money is known shopping 

Shopping becomes part and parcel of our daily life. There is hardly any single day that we won’t 

shop. Life style supplement become the guide line of shopping what should I buy, from where. 

What would be the regular price, how I recognize the thing, and how do I use thing each and every 

thing now provided by the supplement. Obviously the news paper is the beneficiary one who 

promotes limitless shopping to the readers. Despite of being helped the business orientation and 

our national economy. Most of the time supplement creates false need to the human being the 

buying habit created by the supplement is not good practice.   

Shopping segment discovers new item in super shop and fashion house but they unfairly 

created hype to the slow income people to buy expensive things from prominent fashion house. 

Children women man of every ages trapped the political business of that supplement the more 

people buy from store the more advertisement the newspaper gets. 

August 18, 2014 Vol: 2 Figure: 57 
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(Figure 19,20 . Shopping Feature of   jibonshoily. Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

August 25, 2014 Vol: 2 Figure: 58 

August 25, 2014 Vol: 2 Figure: 58 
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 Health tips/ House tips 

Maintain health of grown and child is very important issue during this time. Changing of 

season, threat of epidemic or disease and how can be safe from them is the main concern of 

health tips. Different types of health tips such as which food brings more vitamin and importance 

of the food. Or how to maintain the health chart and food chat. Bringing such types of health tips 

actually make great bondages with the readers. 

Maintaining household chores is not very easy. Most of the female member of the house 

manages this. They are the actual reader of household tips section. Several tips of house hold 

tips make the work easy.  Like how to rise your kid? How to behave with them? How easily 

make your home/garden/lobby neat and clean. How to handle a guest and many more.  

 

 

 

 

(Figure 20,21. House tips, health tips of  jibonshoily. Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

 Habit/ Necessity  /and others 

August 25, 2014 Vol: 2 Figure: 58 
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A lifestyle supplement directly embraces the concept of lifestyle. It provides personal 

assistant and concierge services so as to cater to all areas of an individual's life ranging from 

family to professional matters. Peoples habit, necessity Some time creating better news. Such as 

to save our child from goons and violence practicing martial arts  is necessary we can learn from 

life style supplement now it advertisement the training institute and the importance of martial 

arts swimming, music instrument and other item may very helpful to the reader also. Also 

different type of amazement  or peoples habit of tree planting, collecting postcards, poster, cd, 

mug or petting animal such bizarre news feature also huge the readership incredible fine.  
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(Figure 22 . Other item of  jibonshoily. Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

 

 

 

4.5 Content of the August 2014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Figure 23 . Content of the August 2014 Jibonnshoily . Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

 

 

 

 

Make up , Advertisement, Habit, shopping, Health tips, House tips, recipe, 
travelling 

 

Health tips, Advertisement, Habit, shopping, Health tips, House tips, Makeup, 
recipe, travelling 

 

Health Tips, shopping, Health tips, recipe, travelling 

4 August, Monday 2014 

11 August, Monday 2014 

18 August, Monday 2014 

 

Make up, House tips, Health tips, celebrating event, recipe 

18 August, Monday 2014 
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4.6 Gender representation of the supplement 

Jibonshoily(life art) represents  patriarchy Platform through its Advertisement, writing, and 

make up. Though writing for and advertising elements mostly for women, from contain to 

photograph women are representing their gender socialization. Shaping them, such as women 

should act like pretty, naïve, always looking for vanity and household chores not as muscular, 

productive as male. 

Beside describing product review. Advertisement structure is using women’s body in 

everywhere. like other lifestyle magazine jibonshoily also selling sex or voyeuristic pleaser to men. 

According to Laura Mulvey, The gaze and visual pleaser and narrative cinema 1975 and thornham 

“Feminist media and film theory 1998  

Using women in advertisement or product is the objectification of women and 

misrepresentation and disrespect of women. This objectification known as gaze. It gives a men 

voyeuristic pleaser. Internizational of gaze, through advertising changes women’s representation. 

Women part none other than shift of objectification for both looker and they looked at, men as the 

dominant groups have been the looker. Laura Mulvey describes that disturbing behaves of men 

wanting everywhere women’s , notes that Freud had referred to infantile scopophilia- the pleasure 

involved in looking at others peoples bodies as( Particularly, erotic) objects 

Though male represents on the life style supplements in a manly, muscular shape. Also the 

item review or clothing advertisement is less considering to male. Only the travelling page recipe 

page belongs to the men.  From July And August only one cover story or Lead story expose at 

World Father’s Day, Relationship Between father and family. 

Shopping to trending fitness to glossing in every item always feature photography demands women 

picture in sensual pose.  
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(Figure 25 . Health tips Feature of alokitobangladesh . Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

 

 

(Figure 26 . Lead of  Jibonnshoily . Courtesy: Feature server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 
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Chapter Five 
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5.1 MY Working experience 

           Working in a mainstream newspaper is such luck of mine. I learned the duties and 

responsibilities of newspaper as well as the reporter editor and other staff. I also blend my 

academic work and practical work. Though most of the time I spent as a feature writer in lifestyle 

supplements life art. Jibonshoily or life art means a lot to me. Here I learned making and preparing 

of feature. I am fond of wring anything. Though Alokito Bangladesh have been passing one year 

it did not practiced professional atmosphere. Here I did not get any desk or id . I worked with my 

laptop and mail it to the subeditor. I also face problem when I went to take interview in boys option 

and bashundhara city gym. I somehow manage to escape. They did not interested me of giving 

interview. I somehow convince them.One or two staff friendly behaves me. At least they ask about 

myself most of them have rude attitude despite of I was trying to introduce with them. Real ups 

and down relationship what did not have any action on my work.  Beside of my class, quiz, exam, 

presentation I tried my level best to attend there. Because every supplement actually holds or writes 

by freelance feature writer there is some business issue in their so I don’t have much space to write 

in the supplement because other freelance writer make money from that supplement so that 

subeditor give every single opportunity to them. They ask for different plan I gave, but they did 

not listen and most of the time I forcefully achieve my work.  

5.2 Writings in Jibonshoily (Life Arts) 

Haircut of the stars: 

Basically most of the lifestyle supplement has organized by part time worker such as freelance 

writer, photographer and model. Jibonshoily is not differ from other thee person are maintaining 

the whole process. It is very difficult to have a chance from the part time worker because they have 

been paid. During the FIFA world cup brazil I give the feature idea. That the hair cut of celebrity 

footballer are imitating by a good number of supporter in the world also in Bangladesh. I have 

seen a lot, mostly the young and children. Then I Took the charge of work, I spoke to the imitator, 

owner othe parlor and research the topic and thus the feature about haircut of football player has 

been written  
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(Figure 27. Feature about Haircut written by me in   Jibonnshoily . Courtesy: Feature server/archive of 

Alokitobangladesh) 

 

Swimming is necessary: 

Swimming not only can save life but also well for health.  Before starting rainy season the feature 

is very important to the reader because this rainy season time because of not knowing the 

swimming many people are dying in launch sinking accident and flood. Also rural area’s people 

have not any place such as pond, river to learn swimming. Many hotel and training institution 

works for who are interested to learn swimming. 

June 09, 2014 Vol: 1 Figure: 56 
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(Figure 27. Feature about importance of practicing swimming   written by me in   Jibonnshoily . Courtesy: Feature 

server/archive of Alokitobangladesh) 

Roadside pet animal shop: Roadside pet animal shop in mirpur and other spot in Dhaka city is 

very popular place to spend time both buyer and seller of pet. Beside my resident such shop is 

occurring every Sunday afternoon. So I capture the photograph, talk with the seller and buyer and 

prepare my feature about pet shop.  

 

June 16, 2014 Vol: 1 Figure: 56 
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(Figure 27. Feature about market of pigeon  written by me in   Jibonnshoily . Courtesy: Feature server/archive of 

Alokitobangladesh) 

 

 

 

 

 

September 8, 2014 Vol: 2 Figure: 58 
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Chapter Six 
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6.1 Conclusion 

Internship is academic regulation. It brings grade which is essential to improve grade on 

the other hand opportunity practice the academic study. Journalism is broad things, vest of 

knowledge, techniques, and tips tricks to improve every day Comic Sans MS or grow 

professionalism. The three months of internship facility provided by The Daily Alokito 

Bangladesh, I get the chance meeting a good number of people in person. My personal 

communication is enhancing. I have met a good number people and they can help in long run to 

my professional work. As I am writing feature in a supplement I have had less chance to meet 

news section work and people. It’s the lacking of alokitobangladesh that they don’t use readers 

coverage’s on online. How many times the article has written and the comment option in the 

alokito Bangladesh online version is not present so, it’s difficult to evaluate my work. Though 

most of the time I spent as a feature writer in lifestyle supplements life art. Jibonshoily or life art 

means a lot to me. Here I learned making and preparing of feature. Jibonshoily itself a huge 

platform of showing individual work. A good number of writing, pictures, advertisement, tips and 

tricks, health, travelling, recipe, relationship, modeling, lifestyle, shopping, celebrating festival, 

Baby health, habit, and many more thing. Discovering this item idea and also preparing for the 

publication is no easy task to do. But only two permanent members are arranging this, other part 

time member is also the helping hand. Working in a mainstream newspaper is such luck of mine. 

I learned the duties and responsibilities of newspaper as well as the reporter editor and other staff. 

I also blend my academic work and practical work. Though most of the time I spent as a feature 

writer in lifestyle supplements life art. Feature is a subjective piece of writing, in which, Facts, 

opinions, arguments, persuasion and even confession may become a creative amalgamation of 

information. Now feature journalism takes newspaper in a new era. It became important element 

of every newspaper. 

 Internship, as feature writer at Daily Alokito Bangladesh, helps me a lot to learn 

professionalism in journalism and many more and it can help me to build my career. I also wish a 

very good luck to The Daily Alokito Bangladesh. And Alokitobangladesh Team 
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